Groups often rely on the expertise of facilitators to support them in their collaboration processes. The design and preparation of a collaboration process is an important facilitation task. Although there is a significant body of knowledge about the effects of facilitation, there is a dearth of knowledge about the ways in which facilitators design collaboration processes. Increased understanding in this area will contribute to the effective design and use of collaboration support and to the development of collaboration process design support. The research reported in this paper explores the strategies and techniques facilitators use to design a collaboration process, and the aspects of this task they perceive as challenging. We present the results of a questionnaire among professional facilitators. We compare facilitators with different expertise levels to identify challenges in the design of collaboration processes. We discovered that although the activities performed and information used by novices is not very different from expert practices, their limited experience makes them less flexible. When the actual session brings surprises such as different outcomes or conflict, novices cannot easily adapt their designs to accommodate these.
Introduction
Facilitation is an approach to collaboration support in which a variety of methods, tools and interventions are employed by facilitators to support groups in achieving their goals. Facilitators possess skills and knowledge that they employ to guide and motivate a group to achieve a specific outcome. One important step in facilitation is the design and preparation of an intervention. As described in the code of ethics of the International Association of Facilitators (IAF); ''In dialogue with the group or its representatives we (facilitators) design processes that will achieve the groupÕs goals, and select and adapt the most appropriate methods and tools'' (International Association of Facilitators 2004).
Studies on Group Support Systems (GSS) implementation and use often highlight facilitation (Vreede et al. 2002) , and in particular design of facilitated GSS interventions as the key success factor of GSS use (Nunamaker et al. 1997) . Facilitators themselves indicate that preparation, i.e. meeting design, is their most important task (Clawson and Bostrom 1995) . In general, facilitators feel that they perform this task relatively well and feel little need for support (Clawson and Bostrom 1995) . However, field experiences suggest that poor preparation is a key cause for failure of GSS meetings. (Nunamaker et al. 1997; Vreede et al. 2003) . Therefore, the design of group processes is of central importance to facilitation. Furthermore, knowledge and experience required to create effective designs is often tacit or described in manuals and handbooks such as (Dick 1991; Heron 1989 Heron , 1999 Hunter et al. 1992; Kamer et al. 1996; Rees, 1998; Schuman 2005; Schwarz 1994 Schwarz , 2002 Tropman 1996) .
To understand the importance and practice of collaboration processes design by facilitators, we sampled perspectives on meeting design efforts from a large number of professional facilitators. The goal was to gain insights in the design process and the perceived key challenges in the preparation of a collaboration process. In addition, we wanted to find out if there are key differences between expertsÕ and novicesÕ approaches to design, to identify particular difficulties that novices face in collaboration process design but that experts have overcome. The findings of this research are not only of interest to corroborate the guidelines in manuals as indicated above, but also to confirm and extend our understanding of this challenging facilitation task. It is furthermore an important step to develop a design approach for Collaboration Engineering. Collaboration Engineering is a technology independent approach to deploy collaboration processes through the transition of a collaboration process design to practitioners in organizations (Vreede and Briggs 2005) . In this approach the quality, predictability and transferability of the collaboration process design is of particular importance. Therefore we needed an integrated perspective of design practices from facilitators in a variety of disciplines to identify the design practices of facilitators and the challenges they encounter.
In summary we developed a questionnaire that was particularly aimed at:
• Verifying our understanding of the design efforts and challenges of facilitators, • Gaining insight in the challenges that novice facilitators encounter when they design collaboration processes, but that are overcome by experts, • Providing a basis for the development of tools and facilities that support facilitators in the design of collaboration processes, and • Providing a basis for the development of training tools and programs for novice facilitators.
